
Text often comes first. As the introduction to our joint project: ‘Mapping the 
Neustraße/Nieuwstraat’, for example, the text you are reading now offers a 
preface. In actuality, however, it came last. It is only meant to invite you to 
consider the actual outcome of the work cultural studies researcher Eline 
Schmeets, and cartopologist Marlies Vermeulen did in the 
Neustraße/Nieuwstraat between the 8th and the 28th of February 2021. 

After the removal of the ‘last wall of Europe’ and a period of redevelopment, 
the Neustraße/Nieuwstraat, a two-kilometer-long border street, was 
reopened in 1995 as a European or ‘shared’ street. As a physical 
representation or approximation of a utopia—a ‘borderless’ border street—it 
holds the potential to both represent and at the same time invert or distort 
other border streets by calling their reality into question. A space like this has 
multiple layers of meaning and relationships to other places - more than 
immediately meet the eye. Through participant observation, this project has 
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taken account of, described, and questioned, what happens—inside, at, 
and across—this border that has become everyday, quotidian, common: a 
fully integrated part of the urban fabric. 

This project is as much about the Neustraße/Nieuwstraat, as it is about 
embracing how our joint representation of it has come into being. We asked 
ourselves: how can we ‘get in’? How can we produce this border street as 
some kind of object for contemplation? How do we pretend we are not part 
of it all - so we can see it anew? By modeling, by externalization, by 
metaphor, by presenting, by analogy. As two witnesses, 
cataloging—conscious and subconscious—gestures in the direction of 
Europe, or European integration. The outcome is a transdiscursive 
‘re’-representation of this border street which brings out a more complex 
understanding of border streets / regions, as well as the type of knowledge 
generated at the edge - of disciplines, and nations.

Mapping The Nieuwstraat/Neustraße is an 

initiative of PhD researcher Eline Schmeets of 

Studio Europa Maastricht and PhD researcher 

Marlies Vermeulen of Dear Hunter. The project is 

made possible by Stadsregio Parkstad Limburg, 

Charlemagne Grenzregion and Zuyd 

Hogeschool, Lectoraat SURD.



On our first fieldwork day, we left our temporary apartment, ‘Ferienwohnung Eurode 

Grenzenlos’ on Rolducer straße 9 in Herzogenrath, in order to walk down the 

two-kilometer-long border street Neustraße/Nieuwstraat. After just 200 meters, however, 

we hit the back of a typical 1990s building. At first glance, the Eurode Business Centre 

(EBC) reads like a gesture to erase the border between Kerkrade and 

Herzogenrath—the one it literally straddles—especially because the process of building 

‘in two countries’ was likely more ambitious than its material outcome. The building—its 

placement, name, and 

architectural design—makes a 

statement about cross-border 

cooperation. The longer and 

closer we looked, however, the 

more we noticed that the building 

is not nearly as uniform as we 

thought at first. And above all, 

the building forced us to choose: 

left of right, but consequently 

also, Germany or the 

Netherlands? In that sense, it did 

not bridge or even erase the 

border for us, on the contrary, it 

created an extra obstacle that 

only emphasised it. Moreover, it 

forced us inland – towards the 

interior of one of the two 

countries. Rather than allowing 

us to wander through this street 

choosing and switching sides, 

based on oncoming foot traffic, 

or whether we wanted to walk in 

the sun or in the shade, for 

example. The way this building 

asserts itself also made us question: Why is this building here? Does it 

make cross-border cooperation easier or just more literal? Can people not 

work together without it? In a similar way, the European project also elicits 

questions that would have otherwise not come to the fore. Questions like: Do I identify 

as Dutch or European? And if I identify as European, what implication does that have for 

my day-to-day life? Does it make switching ‘sides’ easier? And, are there even still sides to 

switch between?

We chose to walk around the EBC via the German side. 
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you. One obvious example is the way ‘rolling shutters’ are installed. In the Netherlands, they 

are generally placed on the wall, just above the window frame. In Germany, they are 

generally integrated ‘in’ the wall. In and around the Neustraße/Nieuwstraat, however, it is clear 

that the inhabitants are aware of the practice that is dominant in their neighbouring country, and have 

sometimes preferred it over their own. Once you are aware of these differences, it is easy to spot them 

everywhere. Brickwork versus stucco walls. Different types of applied embellishments. A variety of garden walls, fences, and hedges. The street is a real 

potpourri of German and Dutch materials and styles. Similarly, some European borders may no longer assert themselves, materially, in the way they did 

before, but they are still there. Europe does not have hinges, but seams that negotiate the (spread of the) European integration process. This is where ‘the 

everyday’ is continuously making and unmaking the European project, by accepting or rejecting, absorbing or expelling, learning or ignoring.

At first glance, the border in the Neustraße/Nieuwstraat is no longer present. Not, at least, where people, the stories they tell, and traditional maps, say it is. 

The border no longer asserts itself in the middle of this border street. What else seems to be missing is the influence of the ‘welstandscommissie’ -  the 

aesthetic review committee. Here, where these two municipalities meet at a national border, they do not seem to form a new center that upholds the same 

aesthetic standards as the centers of those very municipalities. Instead, they form a kind of shared ‘hinterland’, a place that is ‘out of sight’ and thus 

seemingly out of mind, or at least not top priority for either municipality. The periphery is less integrated with, and aesthetically different from, the center. In 

its relative independence however, also lies its potential. At the intersection of belonging and exclusion—quite literally—this 

border street, and its immediate surroundings, almost act like a kind of transition area that allows two 

communities to meet and integrate in their own way, and at their own pace. A gradual blending of 

two cultures of being, as well as two cultures of building. At various points in the street it is almost 

impossible to discern which country you are in based on the aesthetic of the houses around  



 Cut out the marked circle on the 

dotted line.

 Place the sheet with the cut-out on top 

of a photo, ground plan or other image of 

where you are currently working on.

 Focus on combinations or compositions that 

seem unusual at first glance. Can you find them? Are there 

any unusual combinations like the one on the other side of this 

sheet?

 Try to turn that unusual into creative and innovative use of 

rules, laws and habits. What do you learn from this?

 Try to discover at least three peculiarities, no matter how 

small.

 Share your experiences with your colleagues. 

The Nieuwstraat/Neustraße breaks with conventions and therefore asks us to "look again". The everyday and taken for granted becomes special again and 

therefore visible. The small and often banal things that shape our lives become noticeable again. In the same way, with this insight we can also question 

another environment that we take for granted. This insert challenges and sharpens the mind by applying what we have learned from the 

Nieuwstraat/Neustraße to other locations, designs and policies for public spaces.

IN PRACTICE

In the Neustraße/Nieuwstraat, you will see the most unusual combinations of styles, materials and colours together. German or Dutch façade elements are 

combined across the national border. It seems that the ‘aesthetics committee’ turns a blind eye to a lot of things here. In the 

Nieuwstraat/Neustraße, different rules apply, resulting in exciting and innovative or, on the contrary, quite 

old-fashioned compositions in façade design. 
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Because the Neustraße/Nieuwstraat is a two-kilometers long border street, we are inclined to consider it ‘across’ rather than lengthways 

- or in its entirety as a particular phenomenon, as ‘a border street’. If you think about it, however, it is not the border, or the question of 

‘symmetry’, that is most interesting to consider here. It is the asymmetry, rather, that tells the story of this street. The northern side of the 

Neustraße/Nieuwstraat, for example, feels pretty integrated, but more towards the southern end, the street seems to unravel more and 

more, showing little bits and pieces of the different layers that are present here. For the redesign in 1995, however, the focus was clearly 

on the ‘short side’ - on the erasure of the actual national border marked by a 50cm high wall. The erasure of a thin line that did not even 

play that much of a role in the daily lives of the inhabitants of the street to begin with. In that sense, the redesign means more to people 

from further away - the people who visit this European or ‘shared street’, and consider it a symbol of European integration. What they do 

not see is the process that preceded it. The first plans for the redesign show a uniform layout from North to South. A discussion arose, ho-

wever, about parking spots—and which side of the border they would be on—and that is how the zigzag pattern we see today came 

about. What we may also fail to notice if we focus on the street itself, is its immediate surroundings. After the second roundabout, at the 

northern end of the Nieuwstraat/Neustraße, for example, the German houses are built right up against the sidewalk, whereas on the 

Dutch side, there is a fairly spacious park, or ‘green area’ rather, as it does not look very inviting, between the sidewalk and the first row 

of houses. What did this area look like for the urban planner developing this particular area for either Herzogenrath or Kerkrade. What 

did the area beyond the border look like on their plans? A white space? Did that influence their choices with regards to the plan for their 

respective side? Areas like these make clear how important the very local is, as sites like these offer a place of analysis of practices of ne-

gotiation with and resistance to the European Integration Process. 

LENGTH



 Cut out the marked areas on the dotted line.

 Fold open a floor plan of the project you are currently working on and place the sheet with the two 

cut-outs on top of it.

 Imagine that you have to determine policy and design, only based on the information that is visible 

through the cut-outs, how will you proceed? What information do you miss? And how does the lack of 

information influence the choices you make?

 Do this exercise for at least 15 minutes.

 Share your experiences with your colleagues.

IN PRACTICE
The Nieuwstraat/Neustraße breaks with conventions and therefore asks us to "look again". The everyday and taken for granted becomes 

special again and therefore visible. The small and often banal things that shape our lives become noticeable again. In the same way, with 

this insight we can also question another environment that we take for granted. This insert challenges and sharpens the mind by applying 

what we have learned from the Nieuwstraat/Neustraße to other locations, designs and policies for public spaces.

Due to the "intervention" of the national border, you sometimes only know half the story in Neustraße/Nieuwstraat. Urban development plans 

and regulations often stop at the border. This gives rise to strange or anomalous situations, but also to imaginative and creative solutions and 

connections. 
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CROSSING
Before the redesign of the Neustraße/Nieuwstraat—when there was still a 50cm high border wall in the middle of the street—there were multiple zebra 

crossings which allowed pedestrians to cross the border into their neighbouring country. At these specific points, people would naturally ‘run into’ one 

another. A situation in many 

ways similar to the time before 

Schengen when border crossings 

would be areas where traffic to and fro a 

neighbouring country would likely concentrate. The German side of the street, moreover, was a 30 km/h zone, whereas the Dutch side was more of a 

strategic road with a higher speed limit. Those differences were lost in the redesign. Nowadays, the whole street is a 50 km/h zone, and there is not a single 

official crossing - at least not one where pedestrians have the right of way. For a street that literally connects two countries, and thus two communities, and 

that moreover presents itself as a European or ‘shared’ street, this is at minimum a peculiar design choice. Where the goal was union, the outcome of the 

project may have had the opposite effect. Today, people cross the street wherever they see fit, and whenever traffic slows down enough to do so. All that 

tension that once ‘emanated’ from the border is lost, as the Neustraße/Nieuwstraat has, in many ways, become ‘wider’ as the distance between the Dutch 

and German side has quite literally increased. Nonetheless, pedestrians now have to cross on their own initiative, and to do so, have to make eye-contact 

with motorists in order to be sure that it is in fact ‘their turn’ - in that sense, interaction among road users has increased. The efforts made to erase the border 

in the Neustraße/Nieuwstraat, in order to integrate these two municipalities further, have erased some of the urban fabric that was proof of the way these 

communities have integrated (materially) over time. The street as it is now, therefore, turns out to be virtually meaningless to both. Similarly, the European 

Union does not always recognize or acknowledge the specificity or the particularities of the different cross-border processes that were already underway 

before 1945. Ignoring these has the potential 

to erase—or     cut         away 

rather—those treads that 

actually hold these European 

seam together.



 Use the meandering shape to indicate the challenges in 

connecting the two circles. This can be in the fields of spatial 

infrastructure, social issues or in other fields. 

 Take the sheet away and look at what you drew and wrote on 

the first empty sheet. What do you learn from this?

 Share your experiences with your colleagues.

The Nieuwstraat/Neustraße breaks with conventions and therefore asks us to "look again". The everyday and taken for granted becomes special again and 

therefore visible. The small and often banal things that shape our lives become noticeable again. In the same way, with this insight we can also question 

another environ- ment that we take for 

granted. This insert challenges 

and sharpens the mind by ap-

plying what we have learned from 

the Nieuwstraat/Neustraße to other locations,

IN PRACTICE

In the past, especially on the German side, the Neustraße/Nieuwstraat was a street where meeting and spending time was part of the everyday. Today, however, 

the street is mainly a thoroughfare with service roads where little else happens than driving through and parking. The border, in the form of the little wall in the 

middle of the road, used to have great appeal. It drew residents on either side towards each other, as it were, and made them curious about the residents on the 

other side. Since the redesign of the street in 1995, and thus since the removal of the wall and the crosswalks, the interest in each other seems to have diminished, 

given the spatial layout of the street.

 Cut out the marked curve on the dotted line.

 Place the sheet with the cut-out on top of a blank sheet of paper.

 Think about the role of meeting and spending time in a project you 

are currently working on.

 Write down or draw the people, parties, places or objects that 

should encounter each other, in relation to the quality of the encounter 

or public space 

in the two 

circles. 

designs and policies for public spaces.



A M  Z O L L H A U S

Whereas the rest of the border street has been carefully orchestrated 

around its own history and the promise of European integration, this part 

reveals more of the layers of meaning hiding under the facade of the 

‘shared’ or ‘European street’.

German bus stop painted over in ‘European blue’ with yellow 

stars like all the bus stops on the Neustraße/Nieuwstraat.

German bus stop in 

original green colorDutch bus stop

The street ends at a residential area. 

Only pedestrians and cyclists are allowed 

to make their way through the chicane 

barriers into Germany. The markings on 

the street are 

covered by new 

markings and reveal 

some of the changes 

that have been 

made here with 

regards to the flow of 

traffic.

A weathered bike shed with 

four doors is almost 

completely covered with 

graffiti. The term 

420’s—which spans about 

ninety percent of the 

surface—marks this area a 

cannabis friendly spot. The 

big white alphanumeric 

characters float, so to say, on 

top of a blue background 

marked with cream-coloured 

stars. Has the street 

incorporated some of its 

European branding? As a 

project, has this street, but 

also the European project, 

losts its initial impetus or 

enthusiasm? Or is this a good 

sign? Has some of it become 

integrated in the urban 

fabric?

Willkommen in 

Nordrhein-Westfalen (‘Welcome in 

North Rhine-Westphalia’)– right 

under that, the green and red coat 

of arms of this German state.

In the          middle of the field of cows, a large number of moss overgrown reinforced concrete teeth or humps that make up the anti-tank wall—Siegfried Line, or Westwall—from World War II.

A stripclub 

called 

‘Montana 

Bar’ opposite 

from a big 

old barn. 

A house that looks uninhabited, 

with a white letter box with—in 

capitalized black letter 

stickers—“EURO CLUB 

‘HOLLAND’” on it.

Familienzentrum Altes 

Zollhaus (‘Family Centre 

Old Customs House’) 

a day care centre. 

A boundary-post or border 

stone - a robust obelisk of 

about a meter high, identifies 

the location where Germany 

ends, and the Netherlands 

begins.

The statue on the roundabout is of a figure with its arms—in the shape of barriers— s
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 hole in the chest - allowing oncoming traffic to  look through it: from the Netherlands to Germany.   


